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Social Notes
by Judy Gesner, Vice Commodore
The RCC sailing season wound down with the usual string of sailing and social activities at
the club. The annual Labor Day Brown Jug regatta was hosted by RCC this fall – it was a
twice around course, with gusty west wind and a very hot day, so the beverage consumption
costs definitely ate in to whatever savings I managed with my thrift store awards!
The next weekend, RCC hosted the Fall Frontier Thistle regatta. We had the ability to go to
the lake, thanks to borrowed boats and people to man them, but the weather kept us on the
bay both days. 16 boats sailed in 10 races, and Mike Ingham, with crew Dan Fien & Ellen
Pfeiffer, won the new perpetual trophy, designed by Lyn Parsons. The next weekend, we all
enjoyed the annual RCC Clambake, once again expertly run by Bill Dexter and Tricia
Reinhardt.
In October, we celebrated the last day of racing with socializing at the End-of-Season Bash,
and then put the boats, docks and clubhouse to bed the following weekend. Done for
another year – except for Sunfish Frostbiting of course! Good weather and lots of interest
(21 boats one day!!) led to a great season, which ended just before Thanksgiving, due to
predicted cold temps and high winds. Looking back, we probably could have kept going all
the way into 2016 …. Oh well.
In November, we got together one more time, at the Fall Awards Banquet, at Glendoveers.
54 people came to enjoy a yummy buffet (they really do a great job!), recognize the
accomplishments of our Race Committee, our Board of Governors and many of our
awesome sailors. The evening ended with some gag awards and a fun card game (Apples to
Apples, modified by Judy and Deirdre using sailing/RCC related terms).
The 2 years of my Vice Commodore-ship didn't always seem like it was flying by, but I
guess, in reality it kind of did. I am handing the reins over to the very capable hands of Tim
Hammer, and look forward to seeing what new ideas he will bring to the social scene at the
club.
Judy Gesner, Vice Commodore No More
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Sunfish Fleet
by Lynne Orr
Happy New Year and many thanks to everyone at RCC for making my first year as fleet
captain go smoothly!
2015 was an active year for the Sunfish fleet, with lots of new sailors, both recreational and
racing. 44 different skippers sailed in a total of 92 Sunday fleet races. Of those, 6 skippers
qualified for awards (meaning they finished at least 40% of the races): John Fields, Mike
Fortner, Joe Kaukeinen, John Powers, Steve Powers, and Per Stampe.
Mike Fortner was this year’s Champion, with 848 (out of 1000) points. Steve came in
second, with 776 points, followed by Per in third, with 710 points. The fleet gave out two
other awards — Most Races Sailed and Most Improved — and both went to John Fields.
Congratulations, all!
Since we’re enjoying such a warm winter I hope your thoughts are already on next season’s
sailing. Let’s see more qualifiers in 2016!
Warm wishes,
Lynne Orr

2015 SUNFISH NORTH AMERICAN CHAMPIONSHIP
RUSH CREEK YACHT CLUB, RUSH CREEK, TX JUNE 24-27, 2015
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JY-15 Fleet
by Tom Lee
I'll begin with a synopsis of the JY award presentations for those who couldn't make it to the
Fall Banquet:
Great Season! Exciting racing, terrific participation!
What made it work was the willingness to attend Sunday Fleet racing whether the skipper
had crew or not and whether crew had a ride or not. 90% of the qualifying skippers crewed
for others and took on novice crew. I really want to thank all the participants. 26 different
skippers and 22 different crew. They are the ones who really made this an exceptional year.
Novice Skipper
First but not least: The novice skipper, who by the end of the year has really been charging.
I was being forced to view the stern of his boat on Too many occasions. But I'll never say a
bad word about guy who lends me his wife all the time, she’s great crew!
2015 Novice Skipper Johann Wolfe
Spring Season
First and LEAST. A marginally acceptable skipper came out of no where
3rd Place

Tom Lee - who would have thought? Luck and Circumstance!

Despite my successful effort to capsize him opening day! He even invited me back to crew
for him again, which I did. SO, in spite of me...
2nd Place

Gary Fritz -

There'll be more later about this skipper, who's just... I don't know... you be the judge.
1st Place

Ralph Simpson - who is this guy?

Summer Season
With only 10 registered boats, we had 12 qualifiers for the season.
The next skipper – I'm thinking he has plans.
3rd Place

Jeff Scott

This skipper wised up and found other crew
2nd Place

Gary Fritz

There's even more about this skipper later...
1st Place
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Fall Season
I can't say enough about the next skipper, who not only is throwing the JY fleet over, but is
trying to subvert the JY fleet captain into the Thistle Fleet.
3rd Place

Kevin Lofftus

The plan is beginning to shape up
2nd Place

Jeff Scott

Did I say something about later. We have our very own American Pharaoh Triple crown
winner
1st Place

Ralph Simpson

Overall Champions
I'm very pleased to present the next award to the newest individual added to our
2nd Place Overall Champion Perpetual Trophy
Jeff Scott
Our next award winner, who is replacing his whole wardrobe with items from the Ship Store
(most of the awards were from the ship store).
1st Place Overall Champion
Ralph Simpson
Sportsmanship Awards
These individuals most exemplified our efforts to increase participation and enjoyment of
our racing season.
One sailed more races than any member, mostly as crew and with the most different
skippers, skippering if we had an imbalance between skippers and crew.
Jim Malecki
The other taking on the greatest number of different crew of all the skippers, mostly rookies
and crewing at times with rookie skippers. A most accomplished skipper giving our newest
members the thrill of winning a JY15 race.
Ralph Simpson!
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The next topic for a heads up – looking for ideas...
Elect Commodore Judy Gesner and I had an informal meeting with Commodore Delos
Wheeler and Snipe Fleet Captain Charlie Courtsal of the NYC. Apparently, they had such a
good time at the last Brown Jug Regatta they are wondering if there could be other
opportunities with joint collaborations. Blue sky ideas that arose:

• Joint seminar on racing rules, or tactics? Their winterized club house would be available
for such a purpose.

• Possibly holding an occasional Sunday Fleet Racing together out on Lake Ontario using
their committee boat?

• Would we be interested in racing with them on Thursday Evenings? They are offering an
open invitation to us and host us on their course, their race committee.

• Maybe an event, such as, a round robin regatta with the JY's and Snipes, switching boats
and crews?

• An Open regatta such as they run in Skaneateles or Cooperstown, co-hosted?
• We can schedule their club for our Spring Banquet. We merely need a sponsor (not hard
to find) and $20.00. Certainly less expensive than local town or county facilities.

Any ideas on how we might reciprocate these generous offers?
I invited them to schedule our club JY's and join us for racing on Sundays when they know
their attendance is too low to conduct a race. Any other suggestions? Wine and cocktails at
sunset on their cruising boats? Please pass along any ideas or comments (pro or con)! A
possible option is forget it?
Tom Lee – Acting liaison to NYC – appointed by Judy.
Sailing the boat “loose and level” leaves the helm feeling “mushy.”
Very slight weather helm is fast when sailing to weather because it means the
rudder is generating lift.

But you cannot get weather helm by heeling the boat

or over trimming the mainsail because this had been proven to be slow.
The best way to generate a slight weather helm is to sail with as much rake as
possible. This is why you set your head stay as long as possible.
Traveler
Check the length of your traveler. The length of the rope, before knots are put
in it, should be the maximum allowed 48”. This raises the height of your traveler
and allows you to sheet the sail without as much leech tension. This is important
for light air speed.
JY-15 Tuning Guide: http://jyca.org/tuning-guide.html
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Thistle Fleet
by Paul Owens
New Years Resolution ... Get Jibs Sheet Articles in earlier. Though, I guess waiting until 1/1
to write the article truly gives you a full view of 2015. It's also depressing in that today is
one of the first mornings I've woken up to see snow falling which is a visual reminder that
we've got a LONG wait till the boats are on the line again. It also (being January 1st and
one of the first snows) makes me wonder how much more sailing we could have gotten in!!!
With my sports car we have an uncanny history that the day we put it away, the next day it
snows. I wonder if we could help global warming out a bit and keep the boats out of the
club till say.....12/25! ANYONE with me on a Christmas Morning classic?
2015 was a great year and MAN did I learn a big lesson. Thistles are a team sport. We all
talk about that but I've always I guess said it because it's what I'm supposed to say. I
mean, I'm a skipper. In my mind (and before you light the torches and grab the pitchforks
remember I said I learned something so I don't feel this way anymore) it's aways been the
skipper and his support staff. I put the boat where it needs to be, and it's up to my team to
do what I tell them and not screw anything up. In 2015 I had the opportunity to sail with
Bill Dexter most the year, Bobby Bryant for Districts, Dan Fein, MaryEllen Ingham-Brown,
Deirdra Santos-Kaukienen, and if I forgot anyone ... I apologize. With that caliber of crew,
it's hard to take ANY credit for things. I now have a theory. Skippers can win a race. Crew
wins regattas. So thank you to EVERYONE who sailed with me. (Especially my wife, who if
anyone's been paying attention is actually getting pretty good!!!)
In 2015 our numbers were down a bit especially over the summer. We gained an old friend
with Doc joining up again, and started getting the Gesner's back with Adam showing that
Sunfish skills translate very well to steering a thistle down wind. As a father watching, that
team is inspiring! I seriously can't wait till we can go full "Gindling" with a full family crew!
We did however get off a good number of races. A few of my favorite memories are as
follows...
1. Jim Tompkins being on RC for a Sunday and giving us Sunfish Frostbite style
courses!!!
2. Rounding the windward mark for the last race of Districts and having Bobby say,
"well... good luck everyone," as he grabbed for the spin halyard.
3. Sailing off a starting line from the pin higher and faster then Mike Ingham, John
Baker, and Doug Kaukeinen and watching them all either duck us to clear or tack
away, AND being able to hold it and win that race! (sorry but as a kid growing up
through the club THAT is the largest sailing accomplishment I've ever had!!!)
4. Watching my wife make a snow angel on the mainsail when we capsized.
5. The fun and camaraderie we have and the true friendships I've build at RCC and
within the Thistle Class.
6. Spending time on the water with my best friend. (my wife)
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2014 THISTLE MID-WINTERS WEST
For 2016, I have 1 goal. And ultimately I think it's my job description. I want to grow our
fleet. We need more people in this beautiful boat of ours. We had 22 unique boats on the
line this year but only 5 qualified. My goal and I know it's ambitious ... 30 boats on the line,
with 10 qualifiers!!!! People are scared of Thistles. It's big, uncomfortable, complicated,
and hard to find crew for. Well... that's at least what I used to think. I watched an
interview with Kenny Reid about the 100ft. Maxi Racer Comanche who said "every time they
sail the beast she gets smaller." I'm finding the same thing. Thistles are NOT a big scary
boat. The more time you spend in one, the more fun they are and I'd put $$$ on it that
EVERY one of us within the class feels the exact same way. Also, everyone's heard my idea
for a tee shirt, "you don't know pain till you sit on the toilet after a thistle regatta." The
thing we never talk about, after the first regatta... it doesn't hurt anymore! That's the
amazing thing. Time in the boat not only makes you better at sailing, but it makes the boat
smaller, and makes it hurt less.
Who's with me in 2016!!! I can't wait to see you all on the water.
Paul
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From the Membership Chair
by Tim D. Hammer
The end of the 2015 season was quite quiet compared to the previous months of the year.
Barbara and David Kassnoff are the only new members not previously mentioned in this
column, but they were very active in those final few months. We look forward to seeing
more of them, along with all of the other Class of 2015 new members in 2016!
As the year winds to an end, there are a couple applications in process. There can always be
more, so do not let the lack of sailing opportunities prevent you from inviting others to join
us. Applications can be sent to the Membership Chair via email for electronic posting.
Getting all of that process out of the way during the winter months means new members
can be fully on board and ready to jump into activities as we ramp up in the spring!
The end of 2015 also means the end of my stint as the Membership Chairperson. As I
prepare to move on to new responsibilities, I am passing the torch for membership on to
Andy Heyer. I know that he has already recruited some help, but please remember that is is
all of our responsibility get to know applicants and sponsor them and then help them get
integrated into club activities. I know that everyone will keep up the awesome work!
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Frostbiting
by Joe Kaukeinen
It has been a banner frostbite season with as many as 21 boats on the starting line. Maybe
this season should have been called “warm” bite or “hot” bite instead of frostbite because of
the unseasonably high temperatures. As a matter of fact, we could have been sailing
through December. Three students from U of R joined us this season. Congratulations to
Doug for winning the series.
I would like to thank Jim Tompkins and my wife for doing an excellent job in running the
races. Also thanks to John Powers for running the races in our absence. The youngest sailor
was Adam Gesner and was a real trooper finishing all the races he started even in some
windy conditions. Hopefully, he will follow in the footsteps of Greg Eiffert, Wille Salminen,
and Simon Stampe who won the junior NA Sunfish Championship from our club. Simon won
twice in back-to-back years.

Sailor

FINAL FROSTBITE STANDINGS
as of 11/15/15
# Races

Score

Doug Kaukeinen
Tyler Rochon *

19

0.9537

12

0.8235

Jim Gindling

13

0.8

Steven Powers

18

0.7588

Mark Weider

21

0.7434

Judy Gesner

17

0.6693

Ralph Simpson

24

0.6677

Mike Fortner

7

0.6596

Steve Leach

17

0.6074

Lynda Bryant

10

0.5235

6

0.5221

Dan Blasdell

14

0.4854

John Fields

19

0.4698

Tom Jeﬀries *

6

0.4513

Judy/Adam Gesner

5

0.4211

Kelly Chang

5

0.3951

Kenny Forespring
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Sailor

# Races

Score

Joe Kaukeinen

12

0.3744

Kevin LoUus

12

0.3739

Mary Ellen Brown

13

0.3684

John Powers

12

0.3627

Deirdre Santos Kaukeinen

17

0.332

Chris Connelly

4

0.2985

Noah Fields

2

0.2308

Lyn Parsons

5

0.2062

Adam Gesner

11

0.1907

Peter Fiala *

11

0.1546

Tim Hammer

7

0.1429

Total # races=24
*U of R Students

A Mom's Musings
by Judy Gesner
This fall, during our RCC Sunfish Frostbiting series, I had the wonderful experience of racing
not only with my 12 year old son, Adam, but against him too, each in our own boat. I
watched him struggle when the wind picked up, but was proud to see him learn more every
race about keeping the boat under control and about where he wanted to go on the race
course. It is really quite unusual, in this era of age-group sports, for a kid his age to be able
to compete against others, not just 1 to 2 years apart in age, but 1 to 2 generations apart!
One of the many reasons I love our club and our sport of small boat racing!
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Upon hearing about an upcoming Ingham/Dexter vacation to New Zealand
Patty and Jim unearthed all the information from their epic 1995 trip. Tricia and
I studied maps, diaries and brochures in order to plan a trip of a lifetime. Weeks
later when Mike said, "New Zealand has lived up to all it's exaggerations!" we
knew all the planning and research paid off.
1995 doesn't seem that far in the past but technology wise it was still the dark
ages. No internet bookings, no GPS aided travel, no digital photos and I bet Jim
traveled with a Swiss Army knife and more than 3 oz of sun screen!
The best prep work we did was listening to Jim and Patty. Technology did not
change the landscape, history, wildlife or mode of travel. Actually, we just about
duplicated their route through both the North and South islands. We all had a
spectacular time in true RCC fashion, good food, good wine, great friends.
My advice to anyone who is
traveling abroad...ask around
and find someone who has been
there because there is more than
sailing to learn from your fellow
club members.
Delia Ingham
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University of Rochester Sailing Team
Hi RCC members!
The UR Sailing Team wanted to wish you all a happy new year and thank everybody who’s
already donated to our GoFundMe page. Every little contribution counts and will really make
a direct impact on us come the spring season.
If you’re feeling generous and would like to help us prepare for our incoming fleet of C420s,
we are still a long way from being able to afford the dollies and covers we need to take care
of them. This campaign will be held in conjunction to our 2nd Annual Spring Raffle AND we
will be offering the top 6 donors an opportunity to name one of our new boats.
You can find the link here: https://www.gofundme.com/URSailing
The rules:
Every $10 buys you 1 raffle ticket
The raffle prize is valued at $200 and includes a Gill dry bag, UR Sailing
Patagonia fleece, a Boat Locker gift card, and other miscellaneous prizes
The top 6 donors over $250 will be offered the opportunity to name
one of our new boats

Thank you all so much for your continued support. Our team has come a very, very long
way in just this past year, and we couldn’t have done it without our friends and the
Rochester sailing community.
Regards,
The UR Sailing Team
Kelly Chang
University of Rochester ’17
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